
ADVENTURE INDIA TOURS 
 

Uttarakhand Trekking Tour  

 

Duration : (06Nights / 07Days) 
Haridwar – Wan - Didana - Bedni bugyal - Bhagubasa - Bedni bugyal 

Day 1:- Haridwar to Wan (2130m) (Drive 250kms & 8-9hrs) 
We will meet at haridwar railway station at 7:00 a.m. And from here board a vehicle and be driven up to wan. This is a 
long but interesting drive. You will for most part of the journey drive along the ganga and alaknanda rivers before 
turning right into the beautiful pinder valley. Enroute you will be crossing the holy towns of devprayag and 
rudraprayag. Overnight in a guesthouse/tents. 
 
 

 

Day 2:- Wan (2130m) – Didana (2550m) (Trek 5-6hrs) 
Today you will walk through an enchanting mixed forest abundant in bird life so carrying a bird book will be a good 
idea. You will cross a few crystal clear streams that means opportunities to experience the 'himalayan bite', the sting 
that you get from cold streams and also walk through a couple of villages to appreciate a lifestyle typical of the 
terrain. After about 5 hrs of walking, initially going downhill and then up again, you will reach the campsite above 
didana village getting full view of the trail for tomorrow leading to the famous ali & bedni bugyals (meadows). 
Overnight in tents. 
 
 

 

Day 3:- Didana (2550m) – Bedni bugyal (3350m) (Trek 6-7 hrs) 
Today after a steady ascent through thick oak forest we will come to the alpine grazing meadows called ali bugyal. It's 
a super place for taking a break and to enjoy the views of unending vistas in all directions and if the sky is clear you 
will be mesmerized by the views of the trishul peak. From here on it's a pleasure walk till bedni bugyal with the 
gradient being moderate. Bedni bugyal is a very fine camping site with vast open views and grazing pastures all 
around, not to forget the close views of the trishul & nanda ghunti peaks. Overnight in tents. 

 



Day 4:- Bedni bugyal (3350m) – Bhagubasa (4100m) (Trek 5-6 
hrs) 
You will start climbing up the slopes of the meadow and trek up to the ridge on top from where there are fine views. 
You will have to crest another ridge coming to the shrine at kalu vinayak. From here there are fabulous views of 
neelkanth, chaukhamba & hathi peaks. From here on, depending upon the season you will find snow in varying 
quantities. The terrain also becomes a bit rocky. Short distance from here is the desolated campsite at bhugubasa. 
Today in the final stages one might feel slightly out of breath due to the altitude one will get comfortable in sometime 
after one spends some time here. Overnight in tents. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Day 5:- Bhagubasa (4100m) – Roopkund & Jurangali (4750m) – 
Bedni bugyal             (3350m) (Trek 8-9 hrs) 
The day is going to be full of adventure and give you a great feeling of having achieved something. We will start early 
and mostly make it to the lake in about 2.5-3 hrs. You will climb through moraine, rock gardens and snow patches to 
reach the periphery of the mystery lake. This trail is steep at sections and there are possibilities of it being under 
snow for about 9-10 months. Your stamina is sure to be tested. On tricky sections, if required our guides will help you 
negotiate the trail. If there is not too much of snow around the lake you will get to see human bones and skeletons. 
Roopkund is a crater like formation in the mountains. The mystery around the lake has apparently been solved 
recently and these bones and skeleton in such large numbers has been attributed to a massive hailstorm which, 
centuries ago, caught many pilgrims' by surprise. There are spectacular views from the region. You will spend some 
time here and also have the option of climbing up a short distance towards the ridge of jurangali (20 mins). You 
spend some time here taking pictures and then retrace your steps to bedni bugyal. This is a long walk down and we 
will take lots of rest in between. Overnight in tents. 
 
 

 

Day 6:- Bedni bugyal (3350m) – Wan (2550m) – Jayalgarh 
           (Trek 3-4 hrs & Drive 5-6hrs) 
Trek down through jungles of pine, rhododendron & oak to reach wan, a village you are sure to fall in love with. Visit 
the village temple and rest for some time. Our trek will end here and we will board the vehicles which are waiting for 
us to drive down to jayalgarh which is on the banks of river alaknanda near the town of srinagar (garhwal). In 



jayalgarh we will check into the deluxe tents and get a refreshing wash and change of clothes. Evening sit by the 
riverside. Overnight in h.e.l jayalgarh. 

 

Day 7:- Jayalgarh – Haridwar (Drive 4hrs) 
After breakfast those who want to try their hand at the exciting sport of river rafting will get an opportunity to do so. 
We will offer a stretch of rafting on alaknanda river which is suitable for first timers also. In case someone does not 
want to raft they can enjoy at the camp by the riverside and wait for the rest to join them after rafting. After finishing 
the rafting we will depart for haridwar, enroute crossing the spiritual capital of the country, rishikesh. Trip will end at 
haridwar and one can proceed with the onward journey. We will reach haridwar by 3-4 p.m. 

 


